Background

Creative Consciousness and the Consciousness Coaching® training programme was founded by Marc
Steinberg, who has committed his life to the study of human consciousness and engaged extensively
with countless transformational disciplines, both Eastern and Western. Established in 1991 by Marc
Steinberg, Creative Consciousness International manages and promotes Creative Consciousness
operations internationally and continues to push the boundaries of research and innovation to
develop new insights and methodologies in the fields of human empowerment, leadership
development and coaching. Today, Creative Consciousness South Africa® has its Head Office in
Johannesburg, South Africa. Courses are also offered regularly in Europe and Russia. A database of
more than 5,000 clients attests to the success of Creative Consciousness and its Consciousness
Coaching® trainings, in designing and delivering cutting-edge empowerment solutions that enable
individuals and corporations to achieve authentic and sustainable shifts in power and competence.
The Creative Consciousness® Master curriculum is recognized by the International Coach Federation
(ICF) as an Accredited Coach Training Program (ACTP).

Moreover, Consciousness Coaching®

Academy is a member of COMENSA, (Coaches and Mentors of South Africa) and is locally accredited
by the Services SETA. In addition to the ICF-accredited Master coaching curriculum, Creative
Consciousness® offers a range of special interest programs and corporate solutions.

Creative

Consciousness® sees coaching as the art of conducting any human interaction in such a way that all
parties are left empowered, uplifted and more enlightened than before. Coaching enables
individuals to identify outcomes; embark on a personal journey of learning and experience; find
balance in life; develop awareness of body, mind, spirit, and focus on strengths to create shifts that
propel one’s life in the desired direction. Coaching can be made into a profession and a career.
However, coaching is much more than that – it is a way of life. Creative Consciousness® truly
believes in the power of human beings and dedicates its work to helping its clients achieve
happiness, abundance and bliss.

Creative Consciousness® vision and mission statement:

Consciousness Coaching® has been created as a passionate and authentic commitment to empower
individuals and organizations globally to raise and expand consciousness and bring people together
such that love and contribution to the Whole can become a worldwide reality.
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Marc Steinberg MCC
Founder, MCC and Master Trainer of the Consciousness Coaching® Academy, Marc Steinberg has
been empowering and inspiring people on their way to personal growth, spiritual fulfillment and
success for more than two decades. Born in Munich, Germany, in 1959, he spent his youth searching
for enlightenment. Having made his “Outer Million” easily at an early age, Marc soon realized that
he was missing its intangible counterpart, which he called “The Inner Million”. He duly set off in
search of it, initially by spending time in an Indian monastery. From there, the quest for
enlightenment took him through many countries and years of in-depth engagement with disciplines
including psychotherapy, ontology, yoga, Sanskrit and Indian philosophy, hermeneutics, Zen
meditation, acting, fire walking as well as transformational coaching and training. Having found
what he was looking for, Marc returned into the world and since then has been a successful
entrepreneur and thought leader. Marc started coaching in the USA in the 1980s and returned to his
native Germany in 1990. There he began to develop his unique and truly powerful brand of coaching
called Consciousness Coaching®.
After ten years in Germany, Marc took Creative Consciousness® to Spain where he continued his
success. In 2002 he established CCI (Creative Consciousness® International) in Cape Town, South
Africa, with the aim of enabling people around the world to create authentic and sustainable levels
of consciousness, competence and holistic success for themselves.
Marc’s applied philosophy is based on the Benedictine credo that all external changes begin
internally in the human being, and his mission statement since 1991 has been: “Contributing to a
global revolution in consciousness through facilitating awareness and consciousness development
programs combined with 1st class coach training powered by the internationally accredited
Consciousness Coaching® methodology”.
Marc is the founding president of the Cape Town Chapter of the ICF – the International Coach
Federation. He was elected as a board member and the representative of the African continent in
the ICF Global Forum and he became South Africa’s first member of the WABC, the Worldwide
Association of Business Coaches.
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Marc accomplished to get CCA Consciousness Coaching® Academy the highest international coach
training credential: ICF’s “ACTP” accreditation.

In 2008 published his first English book “Sinclair”, an autobiographic novel about a man’s search for
enlightenment.
In 2010 Marc developed a Creative Consciousness® franchise model to make the work available for
global expansion. Moreover, Marc received the probably most prestigious coaching credential in the
world: MCC issued by the ICF (Master Certified Coach by the International Coach Federation).

Marc Steinberg’s professional expertise includes:


Psychotherapy Deep Relaxation & Rebirthing



Ontology (the philosophical study of the nature of being – what we as beings are, how we
perceive, think and feel)



Yoga, Sanskrit and Indian philosophy



Hermeneutics (the study of interpretation/how we decide what we decide)



Zen meditation and philosophy



Method Acting (Lee Strasberg Theatre and Film Institute) Fire walk facilitation and outdoor
training



Transformational Coaching and Training



CCI Master Consciousness Coach®



ICF Master Certified Coach, MCC
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